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Abstract

Heterogeneous ice nucleation, a primary pathway for ice formation in the atmosphere,
has been described alternately as being stochastic, in direct analogy with homoge-
neous nucleation, or singular, with ice nuclei initiating freezing at deterministic temper-
atures. We present an idealized model that bridges these stochastic and singular de-5

scriptions of heterogeneous ice nucleation. This “soccer ball” model treats statistically
similar particles as being covered with surface sites (patches of finite area) character-
ized by different nucleation barriers, but with each surface site following the stochastic
nature of ice embryo formation. The model provides a phenomenological explanation
for seemingly contradictory experimental results obtained in our research groups. We10

suggest that ice nucleation is fundamentally a stochastic process but that for realistic
atmospheric particle populations this process can be masked by the heterogeneity of
surface properties. Full evaluation of the model will require experiments with well char-
acterized ice nucleating particles and the ability to vary both temperature and waiting
time for freezing.15

1 Introduction

Much of the dispersed water in atmospheric clouds is in a metastable, supercooled
state, and often freezing is stimulated by relatively rare aerosol particles known as het-
erogeneous ice nuclei. Heterogeneous ice nucleation directly influences cloud physi-
cal processes, precipitation formation, global radiation balances, and therefore Earth’s20

climate (Cantrell and Heymsfield, 2005; Pruppacher and Klett, 1997, and references
therein). It is important to understand the heterogeneous freezing process at a funda-
mental level in order to describe this process in a physically-based way that will behave
robustly in weather and climate models.

There is longstanding debate as to whether heterogenous ice nucleation is25

a stochastic process or whether nucleation takes place on specific particle surface
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sites at characteristic (deterministic) freezing temperatures, known as the singular hy-
pothesis. The debate is more than academic since it lies at the foundation of how we
represent ice nucleation in complex atmospheric simulations for weather and climate.
The two different points of view on heterogeneous ice nucleation first emerged in the
1950’s. The first, known as stochastic hypothesis, was developed by Bigg (1953a,b,5

1955), Carte (1956, 1959) and Dufour and Defay (1963). They stated that the efficiency
of the random nucleation process is increased due to the presence of insoluble parti-
cles (also called ice nuclei (IN)) without disturbing the stochastic nature of ice embryo
formation (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). For example, when considering immersion
freezing, a population of droplets with each containing one immersed, insoluble par-10

ticle (particles are assumed to be similar concerning size, chemical composition etc.)
exhibits equal chance of freezing at a given temperature within a given time period
(Vali, 2008), i.e., ice nucleation is time-dependent. Newer experimental observations
(e.g., Durant and Shaw, 2005; Seeley and Seidler, 2001a,b; Shaw et al., 2005; Zobrist
et al., 2007) support this stochastic view of ice nucleation.15

The other approach, called the singular hypothesis, was developed by Levine (1950)
and Langham and Mason (1958), among others. This hypothesis assumes that ice
embryos form on specific sites on the IN surface at a characteristic (i.e., determin-
istic) temperature Tc (Langham and Mason, 1958; Pruppacher and Klett, 1997; Vali,
1994, 2008). These “active” sites are considered to be preferred sites, presumably as20

a result of the particle-ice interfacial free energy being minimal (Fletcher, 1969; Vali,
2008). But the exact nature of these sites is unknown. Presumably, they are (i) sites
with a geometric arrangement of the atoms/molecules similar to that of the ice lattice
(hexagonal arrangement of hydroxyl groups at ice active surface), (ii) sites featuring
hydrogen bonds of specific strength and polarity (e.g., hydrogen-bonding groups like25

–OH, –NH2 or =O) or (iii) sites consisting of steps, etch pits, edges, etc., that could en-
hance the ice nucleation process (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). However, the site with
the lowest energy barrier and therefore highest characteristic temperature determines
the freezing/nucleation temperature. Being cooled to this Tc, IN with these active sites
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will initiate ice nucleation instantaneously. If the temperature is constant afterwards,
no additional nucleation events will occur, i.e., the ice nucleation process is assumed
to be time-independent. Recent observations, such as those of Möhler et al. (2006)
and Connolly et al. (2009), show negligible time dependence of the ice particle for-
mation rate and are therefore interpreted as consistent with singular hypothesis. The5

viewpoint was further established by Vali and Stansbury (1966) and Vali (1994, 2008),
who performed experiments of repeated freezing and melting cycles of water droplets
containing different kinds of particles and observed freezing temperatures with small
fluctuations. These findings were interpreted as reflecting the existence of characteris-
tic freezing temperatures for active sites on the immersed particles, for which stochastic10

effects only slightly modify the characteristic freezing temperatures (modified singular
hypothesis).

2 Apparent conflict between stochastic and singular descriptions

The apparent conflict between these descriptions of nucleation is drawn into sharp fo-
cus by considering results from two ice nucleation experiments conducted by several of15

the authors. These are but two of a number of similar experiments carried out in various
groups, but they are sufficiently controlled so as to allow interpretation with a simple
model. First, Shaw et al. (2005) and Durant and Shaw (2005) measured the freezing
temperature of a water drop containing a single mineral (volcanic ash) particle (Fig. 1).
By repeating the measurement tens or hundreds of times a distribution of freezing20

temperatures was obtained. This result, the appearance of random fluctuations in
freezing temperature for an identical particle, unambiguously contradicts the singular
description, for which a single particle is characterized by a single, threshold freezing
temperature. Also the modified singular hypothesis can not convincingly explain these
freezing results. Second, Niedermeier et al. (2010) measured the freezing temper-25

ature of large numbers of water droplets each containing a size-selected, monodis-
perse mineral particle (Arizona Test Dust, ATD). They found that ATD nucleated ice
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over a broad temperature range and the determined freezing temperature distributions
can be parameterized using both, stochastic and singular descriptions. When sim-
ilar measurements were made under nearly identical thermodynamic conditions but
with increased nucleation time (the time interval within which supercooled droplets
can freeze), however, the freezing temperature distributions remained essentially un-5

changed. This apparently contradicts the stochastic description, for which an increase
in measurement time should lead to an increase in the freezing probability. Both exper-
iments involve “complex” particles with no simple, well defined composition or simple
crystalline structure. The experiments are distinguished fundamentally, however, in the
two approaches to forming a statistical ensemble of freezing temperatures: by repeat-10

ing a measurement of one system many times versus measuring many similar systems
independently. The single-particle ensemble exhibits clear stochastic behavior, while
the multi-particle ensemble apparently exhibits singular behavior.

3 Description of the soccer-ball model

To reconcile the seeming contradiction and more generally to better understand the15

competing ideas and that somewhat bewildering range of interpretations and applica-
tions of stochastic and singular ice nucleation we have developed a model extending
the mixed-stochastic-singular concept of Marcolli et al. (2007) and Lüönd et al. (2010),
who found that their measurements were best described using the singular hypoth-
esis while keeping the stochastic concept of a nucleation rate. Our model, which is20

for convenience placed in the context of immersion freezing but could just as easily
be adapted to deposition nucleation, is fundamentally based on the stochastic view of
nucleation: That is, nucleation is viewed as always occurring as a result of random
fluctuations of water molecules leading, eventually, to a critical ice embryo able to grow
spontaneously. The model, being highly idealized, has the following essential features:25

1. We consider a large number N0 (statistical ensemble) of spherical “ice nucleus”
particles of identical size, each particle immersed in a water droplet. The
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population of particle-containing water droplets is assumed to be exposed to uni-
form thermodynamic conditions for a certain length of time. The fraction of frozen
droplets at a given time and temperature therefore can be directly related to the
probability of freezing on a particle of the specified size, composition, etc.

2. The properties of individual particles are not necessarily identical, but the proba-5

bility exists for particles to feature similar properties. To that end, the surface of
each particle is imagined to be divided into a number nsite of surface sites, with
each site having well-defined properties (e.g., interfacial free energy). The word
site is used to denote a surface two-dimensional “patch” of finite extent and the
image of a spherical particle covered by a finite number of patches leads to the10

colloquial name “soccer ball” model. For simplicity, nsite is identical on all particles
and the sites are assumed to be of the same size, ssite =Sp/nsite, where Sp is the
particle surface area. Hence each surface site is associated with a given area
depending on the number of sites per particle. Since individual sites are homo-
geneous concerning their properties ice embryo formation will occur randomly at15

some point on a given site.

3. Each surface site, i , is characterized by a fixed, but randomly chosen water con-
tact angle θi . For simplicity, the contact angle distribution function P (θ) is as-
sumed to be the integral over the Gaussian (error function) characterized through
mean µθ and standard deviation σθ. The contact angle distribution is discretized20

in 1800 bins between 0 and π and through uniformly distributed random numbers
n∈ [0,1] each site is associated with a specific contact angle, shown in the right
panel of Fig. 2 through θi .

It is a separate question whether such an ensemble view reasonably captures the
features of natural aerosol systems, and we leave detailed evaluation of that ques-25

tion for future work. Several comments will illustrate important features of the model.
Concerning point 2, we note that the site size ssite is independent of the critical ice
embryo size. It is implicitly assumed that the sites are sufficiently large such that
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classical nucleation theory applies at any given site (e.g., surface sites are not allowed
to be smaller than approximately 10 nm2, the area covered by a critical ice embryo at
−29◦C according to classical nucleation theory (Marcolli et al., 2007)). Consequently
the number of surface sites is limited, too. Finally, it should be clear that nsite =1 indi-
cates a particle with completely homogeneous surface properties. Concerning point 3,5

the contact angles are drawn from a contact angle distribution function P (θ) that holds
for the ensemble of particles, and therefore contact angles can vary between surface
sites and consequently between particles, too. This results in the important feature that
the population of particles can be thought of as “externally mixed” with respect to ice
nucleating properties. Only when nsite is very large (mathematically going towards in-10

finity) might it be safe to assume that a similar distribution of contact angles will exist on
each and every particle, thereby representing what could be considered an “internally
mixed” population.

The soccer ball model is formulated to yield several limits:

(A) When nsite =1 and σθ =0, the population is completely uniform.15

(B) When nsite =1 and σθ >0, we have an externally mixed population.

(C) When nsite →∞ and σθ >0, we obtain an internally mixed population.

In the atmosphere we might expect that particle populations are between the
internally- and externally-mixed limits, or in other words, conditions between limits
(B) and (C), implying nsite >1 and σθ >0. So we expect that particles have a some-20

what nonuniform surface composition or morphology (more than one site), and that the
properties, and therefore also the probability of the surface sites to initiate nucleation
at a given temperature, vary between particles.
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Using classical nucleation theory the freezing probability Pfreeze of a supercooled
droplet containing one immersed particle from the population is given through:

Pfreeze(T,θ)=1−
nsite∏
i=1

e−jhet(T,θi )ssitet (1)

where t is the observation time and jhet(T,θi )=
kTns
h exp

(
−
(
∆F (T )+∆G(T )f (θi )

kT

))
is the

heterogeneous ice nucleation rate coefficient. Here, h and k are the Planck and Boltz-5

mann constants, T is the absolute temperature and ns is the number density of wa-
ter molecules at the ice nucleus/water interface. ∆F (T ) is the activation energy for
diffusion of water molecules across the liquid water/ice boundary and ∆G(T ) repre-
sents the Gibbs free energy for critical ice embryo formation. The reduction of the
free energy barrier due to the IN can be represented through the spherical-cap factor10

f (θi )=
1
4 (2+cosθi )(1−cosθi )

2, based on the contact angle. The model calculations
given here use the ns, ∆F (T ), and ∆G(T ) values/parameterizations given by Zobrist
et al. (2007).

Finally, the frozen fraction fice of the supercooled droplets can be calculated through

fice(T )=
Nf(T )

N0
=1−

Nu(T )

N0
=

1
N0

N0∑
k=1

Pfreeze,k(T ) (2)15

with Nu and Nf being the number of unfrozen and frozen droplets, respectively.

4 Model results and discussion

The time behavior of the freezing process resulting from this model is illustrated in
Fig. 3 and 4. First, in Fig. 3 we consider limit (A), i.e, a uniform particle population
consisting of 1000 particles is assumed, with all particles featuring the same contact20

angle. Plotted is the logarithm of the unfrozen fraction ln Nu
N0

as function of time t for

various contact angles at T =−20◦C. Each curve is a straight line, reflecting the purely
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stochastic behavior of the freezing process. As can be deduced from Eq. (1), the slopes
of these lines correspond to the reciprocal of the mean nucleation time (τ = 1

jhet(T,θi )ssite
),

which is a function of both temperature and contact angle.
Second, we consider the effect of variable surface properties over the particle popu-

lation, by allowing for a broader contact angle distribution; i.e., we allow σθ >0 in P (θ)5

(Fig. 4). We do so for different numbers of particle surface sites by setting nsite to 1,
10 and 100, i.e., moving from limiting case (B) towards case (C). All populations are
assumed to feature the same mean contact angle. Here model results are presented
exemplarily with fixed µθ =1.0 rad. The model results are presented for different abso-
lute temperatures for reasons shown later.10

For σθ =0.001 rad (Fig. 4a), we still observe a straight line for all three nsite values.
That means freezing appears as purely stochastic, despite the small variability of the
contact angles and consequently in the mean nucleation time τ across the particle
population.

For σθ =0.01 rad (Fig. 4b), the curve slopes start to change. For nsite =1, a decrease15

in the slope, i.e., a weaker time dependence of the nucleation process with increasing
time can be observed. However, with increasing number of sites on the particle sur-
faces this effect weakens, returning to an almost constant slope for nsite =100.

Considering even wider ranges of contact angles σθ =0.1 rad (Fig. 4c) and
σθ =0.5 rad (Fig. 4d), the flattening out of the frozen fraction versus time curves be-20

comes even more pronounced. For σθ =0.5 rad, after an initial jump, the frozen droplet
fraction stays more or less constant, i.e., the freezing process appears to be of a purely
singular nature. Increasing nsite generally leads to steeper slopes, i.e., pushes the
freezing behavior back towards a more apparently stochastic nature.

In summary, Fig. 4 displays the transition from a stochastic to an apparently singular25

behavior of the heterogeneous ice nucleation process, with this transition being due
to a wider distribution of contact angles, and consequently mean nucleation times, or
more generally speaking, ice nucleation related surface properties across the parti-
cle population. It should be noted that the results presented above were determined
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assuming all particles to be of the same size. Considering different particle sizes inside
the particle population would lead to an even wider distribution of surface properties,
pushing the nucleation statistics even more towards apparently singular behavior.

Since experimental studies often focus on the determination of freezing tempera-
tures, and modeling in terms of freezing temperature is a common practice, it is bene-5

ficial to also discuss the model results in that context. Therefore in Fig. 5, the fractions
of frozen droplets are plotted as function of temperature. Here, a nucleation time of
1 s was chosen for the calculation of the frozen fraction. The freezing temperature Tf
now is defined as the temperature at which 50% of the droplets are frozen. Within one
panel, we consider different values of σθ, i.e., spreads in the contact angle distribu-10

tion function, while each panel represents a different number of surface sites nsite on
the particles. For nsite =1, the mean freezing temperature Tf is identical for all σθ val-
ues (Tf ≈−21◦C). However, with increasing σθ the temperature range in which droplets
freeze (increase of the frozen fraction from 0 to 1) becomes broader. For example, for
σθ =0.001 droplets freeze within a narrow temperature interval of about 3 K, while for15

σθ =0.5 rad freezing occurs over a temperature range of about 40 K.
Now, increasing the number of surface sites (moving from left to right in Fig. 5) two

effects can be observed: For example, for σθ =0.1 rad (red line), the curve becomes
steeper, and the freezing temperature shifts to larger values. The explanation for the
curves becoming steeper is simply the “recovery” of the stochastic behavior with in-20

creasing nsite as discussed above. The shift of freezing temperature to larger values
is remarkable and needs further consideration. It is a fact that with increasing spread
in the contact angle distribution function, and with increasing nsite, the probability that
contact angles significantly smaller than the mean occur on various members of the
particle population increases. Keeping in mind, that the smallest contact angle and25

therefore lowest energy barrier for ice embryo formation determines the highest freez-
ing probability, this implies that more and more droplets will freeze at temperatures
higher than that corresponding to the mean contact angle. Ultimately, this will result in
the shift of the freezing temperature Tf.
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Generally, freezing temperatures found in atmospheric observations are higher than
those determined in the laboratory using relatively pure clay mineral particle species
like Kaolinite, Montmorillonite, etc. (e.g., Lüönd et al., 2010; Salam et al., 2006; Zim-
mermann et al., 2007; Zuberi et al., 2002) and using size selected particles (e.g.,
Archuleta et al., 2005; Lüönd et al., 2010; Niedermeier et al., 2010). In the view of the5

results presented in Fig. 5, we can speculate that atmospheric IN feature a variability
in size, composition, and surface properties much larger than that of the IN investi-
gated in the laboratory, and consequently higher freezing temperatures. This has to be
considered as a hypothesis and needs further investigation.

Let us finally return to the seemingly contradictory laboratory results, and here10

specifically the results published by Shaw et al. (2005) and Niedermeier et al. (2010).
The most plausible explanation in light of the model presented here, is that the vari-
ability of the surface properties across the population of ATD particles investigated by
Niedermeier et al. (2010) is responsible for the broad temperature range over which
droplets freeze and for the apparent missing time dependence for freezing. Since in15

the study of Shaw et al. (2005) a single particle was used repeatedly, the variability of
the surface properties is eliminated so that the results reflect only the purely stochas-
tic freezing nature. The soccer-ball model successfully reconciles these contrasting
results, but of course the results taken alone do not verify the model. Evaluation of
the basic, fundamental features of the model (i.e., inherent stochastic nature of ice20

nucleation operating over a finite number of patches) challenges current experimental
methods because it requires determining the freezing probability versus both time and
temperature. For example, fitting the frozen fractions of the ATD particles presented in
Niedermeier et al. (2010) alone leads to a non-unique result because in that case the
system is under-determined: different combinations of the three parameters nsite, µθ25

and σθ can successfully fit the observed freezing probabilities. The different parame-
ter choices, however, lead to very different time dependencies for the frozen fraction,
which could be observed in an appropriately designed experiment. This implies that,
in a hypothetical set of experiments aimed at fully characterizing the ice-nucleating
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properties of a population of particles, both temperature and nucleation time have to
be varied, and particles with a size distribution as narrow and surface properties as
uniform as possible need to be considered.

5 Conclusions

Finally, the central conclusion of this work is: The emergence of singular, or nearly5

singular behavior can be explained without appeal to active sites possessing charac-
teristic (i.e., deterministic) freezing temperatures. Rather, an idealized population of
statistically similar but individually different particles, characterized by a relatively wide
distribution of surface free energies, and subject to purely stochastic freezing behavior,
can manifest seemingly singular behavior: weak time dependence of freezing prob-10

ability, and wide freezing temperature distributions. In this regard, the detailed imple-
mentation of the model (i.e., specific choice of Gaussian distribution for contact angles)
is not so important as its essential elements: statistically similar particles covered by
surface patches following a classical, stochastic nucleation behavior. If this general
approach survives subsequent experimental scrutiny, it may provide a useful means15

for representing ice nucleation in computational models.
Now we can speculate, what does this model imply for future heterogeneous ice

nucleation research? We suggest that, on the one hand, investigations concerning
chemical composition and surface properties of atmospheric particles have to be en-
hanced. On the other hand, to clearly show the stochastic nature of heterogeneous ice20

nucleation experiments should be performed using IN with a size distribution as nar-
row and surface properties as uniform as possible. In these investigations, the actual
measurement time scales have to be carefully considered, because depending on the
time available for the nucleation process, it may appear as being of stochastic or singu-
lar nature. Ultimately, when parameterizing heterogeneous ice nucleation, depending25

on the heterogeneity of the considered IN, it might be a satisfactory approximation to
assume a singular behavior. We anticipate that may be true for realistic atmospheric
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IN populations, but again, relevant time scales would need to be carefully considered
since those in the atmosphere are typically much greater than in the laboratory. A ba-
sic conclusion of the model is that what looks singular on one time scale, may exhibit
stochastic time dependence on other, i.e. shorter or longer time scales.
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Fig. 1. Green open circles: freezing results of Shaw et al. (2005) investigating tens to hun-
dreds of freezing and melting cycles of an individual water droplet (∼30 µl) containing a single
silicate-glass rich trachyandesitic volcanic ash particle (diameter between ∼100–300 µm). Or-
ange open squares: IN ability of size-segregated monodisperse pure ATD particles investigated
by Niedermeier et al. (2010) for nucleation time of about 1.6 s. Data points for T >−34◦C are
not included in Niedermeier et al. (2010). Homogenous freezing becomes dominant for tem-
peratures below −37.5◦C (indicated by dashed line) meaning that the frozen fraction turns to 1
due to homogeneous ice nucleation. Dark blue squares: similar to previously shown results but
with increased nucleation time (10 s).
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Fig. 2. Surface of each particle is divided into a number nsite of surface sites. For model
calculations nsite =1, 10, 100 is used. Each surface site is associated with a certain energy
barrier, represented through contact angle θ. Contact angles are drawn from distribution func-
tion P (θ) (error function) that holds for the ensemble of particles. The contact angle distribution
is discretized in 1800 bins between 0 and π and through uniformly distributed random num-
bers n ∈ [0,1] each site is associated with a specific contact angle, shown in the right figure
through θi .
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Fig. 3. Logarithm of the unfrozen fraction (ln Nu

N0
) vs. the nucleation time t representing limit

case (A) (nsite =1 and σθ =0 rad) for different contact angles at T =−20◦C.
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Fig. 4. Logarithm of the unfrozen fraction (ln Nu

N0
) vs. the nucleation time t for different fixed

absolute temperatures T showing the effect of variable surface properties across the particle
populations for different nsite values. Different colors represent different σθ values, different
symbols represent different nsite values: (a) σθ =0.001 rad and T =−20◦C, (b) σθ =0.01 rad
and T =−20◦C, (c) σθ =0.1 rad and T =−15◦C and (d) σθ =0.5 rad and T =−1◦C.
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Fig. 5. Calculated fractions of frozen droplets are plotted as function of temperature for a resi-
dence time of 1 s. Again, different colors represent different σθ values, different symbols repre-
sent different nsite values. (a) nsite =1, (b) nsite =10 and (c) nsite =100. With increasing number
of surface sites on the particles the mean freezing temperatures and curve slopes of the frozen
fraction change clearly visible for σθ =0.1 rad and 0.5 rad.
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